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desert, where travellers must depend for supplies upon
what they carry with them.
There remain for consideration the marching and
the tactical values of the three roads. The central
undoubtedly had the advantage. Going is good
throughout. In place of the soft sand of the sea-shore
there is hard limestone giving an excellent surface
for men and animals to walk upon. Here and there
progression may be delayed by stretches of scattered
flints and boulders or of yielding sand : but neither
the one nor the other stop the movement of wheeled
transport, and the march of infantry units is barely
checked. Above all, the central road was secure from
attack on the flanks, and, over half its length, from
observation from the air. It is possible that the
Turkish Staff, in balancing the respective merits and
demerits of the two routes, attached too much weight
to the first consideration.1 Warships steaming parallel
with the Northern Sinai coast must stand well out to
sea in order to keep in deep water. The effect of
their fire, directed from long ranges and upon minute
targets, could have been safely discounted by the
Turkish command, or the danger incurred by the
troops eliminated by marching them across the more
exposed stretches after nightfall. There was -greater
substance in the second consideration. Surprise was
one of the factors upon which Djemal counted. If his
troops could get within striking distance of the point
of attack before their march across the desert was
known, the Defence might be caught napping. There
was no hope of securing this advantage if the Expedi-
tionary Corps marched by the northern road. Each
1 It is worthy of remark that Von Kressenstein declares that the
northern road was rejected as the line of advance on account of the
risk of bombardment from the sea. On the other hand, he himself
made use of that road on two occasions in the following year : and in
describing the campaigns he makes no mention of anxiety felt upon
this score.

